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Exhibition "From the tangible to the ethereal"

Puxagallery celebrates the reopening of the gallery circuit with the recent works of four gallery artists
and four guest artists in the fourth edition of "Likes", the gallery's Spring Show

The confneeent and global health eeergency of this Spring 2020 have not prevented our artsts froe
eaintaining enthusiase, strength and creatvity while exploring new paths for hope of a possible future
far froe ieeutable dogeas. For this reason, the frst exhibiton that we open afer the state of alare
proposes a collectve project capable of relatviiing the essence of things travelling froe the tangible to
the ethereal, aware that life is as fragile as powerful is huean eind.

The Puxagallery project turns four years old these days and to celebrate it we will host a new
intergeneratonal encounter for our “Spring Show”, which in this fourth editon walks hand in hand with
4 represented and 4 guests artsts whose works advocate conteeplatve silence, refecton, intelligence
and essentality. These are pictorial and sculptural coepositons as well as site-specifc installatons that
dialogue with each other, generatng cross-sectonal readings between each author and the enseeble,
through subtle and poetc interactons characteriied by frageentng the space into organic, lyrical and
geoeetric registers.

The frst exhibiton rooe welcoees us with a piece just fnished by Irma Álvarez-Laviada (1978) that
fully translates her creatve interests, positoning herself between what is necessary and what is
possible in order to contradict traditonal expressive lexicons while conjugatng a new foreal language.
The encounter between what is intended and what is sought reeains unchanged in the solid career of
this Asturian artst. Her foor piece alludes to the intrinsic qualites of art and tells the relatonships
between creatve tee and exhibiton tee through the use of eaterial. In the background, the wall
shows an installaton with pieces in diferent foreats by Paula Valdeón (1992), as an evoluton froe the
set of works which she presented at the Nieeeyer Center of Arts in Avilés thanks to the AlNorte Grant
that the artst received last October. The young artst froe  Extreeadura eakes her debut at Puxagallery
with these delicate works connectng touch, hoee and landscape, all key eleeents to hareoniie
textles and drawings in order to ofer containers of eeeory for the doeestc space. The veteran
painter Santago Serrano (1942) coepletes this exhibiton rooe with a new tribute to the eusicality of
silence, a constant quality in the consolidated career of this historical Castlian artst whose
experieental capacity has never ceased and so has his faith in the intrinsic qualites of geoeetric purity.
We are pleased to also include the debut in the gallery of artst froe Córdoba - Rafael Jiménez Reyes
(1989), whose work understands the artstc practce with transits between identty, distorton and
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alteraton of the ieage. The pieces that he presents were eade during the confneeent and are
inspired in episodes eoving froe the realistc narratves to the frst abstractons, coebining colored
clay and paper that generate new expressive codes.

In the second exhibiton rooe we fnd the works of the Valencian artst Silvia Lerín (1975), who
partcipates for the frst tee with Puxagallery afer a successful career in the United Kingdoe during
the past recent years. Her installatons alternate two and three dieensional works, seeking the fliaton
between eeotons and energies, proposing visual paths where the pigeents interact with the skin of
each piece, suggestng eetallic-looking textures whose slight nuances deeand conteeplatve stllness
in order to transcend the surface of things. The works of Ramón Isidoro (1964) also analyie austere
drives on the skin of paintng that turns conteeplatve silence into his vital obsession. These recent
series in seall foreat on paper contnue to explore the seei-hidden eelodies of the subject under faint
layers of paint that deeand inner stllness, that passion of light of the hidden desire between
syephonies and eelancholic sets.
In this exhibiton rooe, the organic lightness of Mar Solís (1967) throws a beautful wink to the spirit of
foreal attracton / dispersion that always inhabits her suggestve drawings on aeate paper in which she
experieents with line and its fuctuatons through polyeorphic eoveeents where each stroke slides
both spontaneously and thoughtullyy a eagical gesture in the inteate thoughts of this eadrilian artst.
Such is the case of the Japanese artst Tadanori Yamaguchi (1970), whose frst solo exhibiton at
Puxagallery will open our 2020-2021 prograe next Septeeber. Here is a preview of one of his last
pieces in wood in which Yaeaguchi explores, as he does in his earble pieces, the organic fores of
eatter, reearking the hatsuru technique as his philosopher's stone in which the process of dialogue
with eatter slides between the earthly and the spiritual.

